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Executive Summary
With

the

changing

threat

landscape,

enterprises need high confidence that their
cyber security service provider can provide
the necessary protection. New generation
attacks and deep targeted attacks are
outdoing

the

capabilities

of

traditional

managed security services. Managed security
service providers (MSSPs) and managed
detection and response (MDR) providers offer
different approaches to combating threats.

Shifting Categories of Security
Service Providers.
Currently, there are two main categories of
providers. The first, the Managed Security
Services Provider (MSSP), offers remote
monitoring of security-related events and
data sources, the remote management of an
enterprise’s IT security technology, or both.
The second, the Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) Provider, offers 24/7 threat
monitoring, detection, and response services.
MDR services tend to be more ‘low noise’ to
reduce unnecessary alerts yet more ‘hightouch’ (human contact) with greater support
for responding to incidents and breaches.
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What MSSPs Do
Historically, MSSPs have used rules and signatures
to protect their customers. Automation and shared
services are characteristics of MSSPs, relying
more on a standard one-size-fits all approach
and less on customer context-based detection
or response to serve their market. Typically:
●● MSSPs take in their customers’ security data
and send them threat alerts. An MSSP will
pull customer security logs and alerts into
its security incident and event management
(SIEM) platform and notify customers about
threats if certain rules and signature match.
●● MSSPs apply internal rules of thumb to select which
alerts they will bring to their customers’ attention.
These are not tuned to customer environment.
●● Customers
will
need
to
investigate
these alerts for any impact or relevance.
MSSPs
may
provide
additional
log
information based on customer requests.
●● If a customer has a potential incident, an MSSP
may provide additional professional services for
incident management. However, these additional
services are not always deployed fast enough
to keep up with the response requirements
for
effectively
managing
the
incident.
●● MSSPs provide customers with commodity
threat intelligence feed on malicious IPs,
ports, URLs and file signatures. These
data are machine readable. Customers can
integrate them into their SIEM, intrusion
protection system (IPS), firewall or URL filters.
●● MSSPs offer management of security devices.
This provides a preventive layer of protection
by pre-configuring rules to block known attack
scenarios. This is a manual layer that is not
integrated in real time to the detection process.
There are usually separate teams working to
provide security monitoring as one offering and
security device management as another offering.
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Missing pieces in the MSSP Security Jigsaw
While rules and process driven MSSPs can
demonstrate efficiency in their activities, they may
not be effective against today’s cybercriminals.
•

MSSPs may miss over 70% of threats because
they only take in system security data and
apply generic rules for threat detection.

•

Mid-size and larger enterprises can easily
face thousands of cybersecurity threats

•

every day. MSSPs do not have enough human

MSSP services were sufficient before the

resources to evaluate all these alerts for

advent of deep targeted attacks and in a world

customers. They limit their selection of alerts

of low attack volumes. In a more predictable

to forward to customers based on their top

world, an MSSP approach with rules and

use cases. Consequently, there is a higher

signatures for known attack use cases and

chance that a critical alert is overlooked,

preventive measures with management of

simply because it did not meet a top use case.

security rules was sufficient. In a dynamic

MSSPs cannot fully investigate and analyze
alerts for a customer, because they lack the
context for the customer’s environment. They
do not provide investigation as part of their
monitoring service. They cannot answer key
questions about a customer’s alerts, such as:
Is there an impact? Are the alerts benign? Are
they currently indeterminate? What steps must
be taken to further determine their impact?

•

MSSPs do not provide continuous incident
management services. They often cannot
contain an attack that is spreading fast, nor
execute a playbook for incident recovery, nor
conduct root cause mitigation while working
seamlessly with a customer’s internal team.

world of targeted attacks with new and
changing attack vectors used by unknown
attackers, the MSSP model fails. For many mid
to large enterprises, their MSSP may be simply
providing them a basic security monitoring
service that is necessary, but insufficient
in

today’s

dynamic

threat

landscape.
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The MDR Side of the Security Coin
MDR services are for enterprises that want to move

●● MDR providers take ownership of response with

beyond compliance requirements and boost their

playbooks that define response activities and

24x7 threat detection and response capabilities.

roles.monitoring as one offering and security

MDR service providers put greater emphasis on

device management as another offering.

using AI to detect the new threat vectors, leverage
customer context information to triage alerts,
and have response automation to quickly contain
threats. Salient features that enable MDR providers
to solve problems that beat MSSPs are listed below:

The flip side is that not all MDR service providers
offer the compliance reporting that MSSPs do and
may also stop short of managing appliances like
firewalls (network or web application firewalls)
and intrusion detection and prevention systems

●● MDR services go beyond only looking at perimeter

(IDS/IPS). However, MDR providers who are

systems. They have a comprehensive approach

also MSSPs offer such management along

to look at internal systems and end points

with advanced threat detection and response.

●● MDR

providers

scale

beyond

conventional

sources by including proxy, NetFlow, user
activity
●● MDR

for

detecting

uses

algorithms

to

advanced

different
hunt

for

types
attacks

attacks
of
at

AI
scale

●● Mature MDR providers have a technology
platform with multiple technology modules
including threat hunting, threat intel, SIEM,
endpoint

threat

detection

and

response

(ETDR), user and entity behaviour analytics
(UEBA), and incident analysis and response

Over 70% of breaches today are
not detected through traditional
rules and signatures.
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Missing pieces in the MSSP Security Jigsaw
The table below captures the differences between MSSP and MDR.
#

Area

MSSP

MDR

1

Scope of assets

Perimeter devices

Perimeter devices, Internal systems and end
points

2

Monitored
Sources

Security devices, limited DMZ IT
infrastructure including OS,
webservers, network devices,
databases

Security Devices. More comprehensive DMZ
and internal IT infrastructure including OS,
webservers, databases. Additional sources
including proxy, NetFlow, user directories

3

Detection
Technologies

Rules and signatures, threat
intelligence, light weight analytics

AI (machine learning, deep learning,
statistical anomalies), rules and signatures,
threat intelligence

4

Detection
Process

Eyes on the glass with limited
hunting

Advanced hunting for attacks and eyes on
the glass for triaged alerts

5

Integration of
customer context
information

Limited integration of assets,
vulnerability information

Integration of assets, vulnerabilities, users
for context

6

Response Process

Customer ownership with support
for event information from service
provider

Service provider ownership or joint ownership with well-defined playbooks on
activities and roles

7

Response
Technologies

None. Pre-configure rules &
signatures through management of
firewalls, IPS as a preventive
mechanism for known attack
scenarios

Dynamic auto containment through on-thefly configuration of parameters in firewalls,
IPS, end points, network access control
(NAC)

8

Reporting

Compliance focused with wide
variety of reports

Threat focused reporting, compliance is a
by-product

9

Management of
security device
infrastructure

Core part of offering

Not a core service offering. Leverage security
infrastructure as part of response

10

Technology platform for service
delivery

SIEMs with support for rules.
Payload/packet capture technologies matched against signatures.

Big data security platforms with SIEM,
threat hunting, incident analysis, autocontainment and orchestrated response.
ETDR and UEBA also integrated in to the
offering.
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Paladion’s Left of Hack/Right of Hack MDR

Paladion’s MDR

Paladion’s MDR solution brings you the benefit of
early detection and faster response to advanced
threats. It leverages advanced technology
including artificial intelligence, blending it with
human expertise for gains in performance in
handling alerts, responses, and recoveries.
Paladion’s MDR looks at data from the entire IT
stack of the customer to provide unified analytics
on threats. It also correlates data with intelligence
on threats and attacks worldwide to see if a
customer’s organization might be affected.
High speed response automation technologies
enable quick mitigation to reduce attack dwell
time from as long as months to as little as days.

(2.0 Service Model). An MDR service provider
can serve customers better by providing more
comprehensive, modular services before (to the left
of) and after (to the right of) a likely compromise
or hack. From ‘left of hack’ through to ‘right of
hack’, a schema for these services is the following:
●● Threat Anticipation - Paladion’s MDR offering
collects, analyzes and responds to globally
reported threats in the context of customer
assets(application of threat intelligence).
●● Threat Hunting - This combines advanced
AI driven detection models with expert
human
hunters
to
detect
evasive
threats
(Threat
Hunters
in
action).
●● Security monitoring - Paladion’s MDR offering
applies real time security rules to alert customers
to known threats (leverage of SIEM systems)
●● Incident analysis - Removes irrelevant noise
and only flags likely incidents. Scores relevant
data to prioritize alerts, and automates asset
impact analysis, attribution, attack chain
creation, and patient zero identification.
●● Auto Containment.- Uses pre-integration with
customer technologies to contain a threat
in minutes using Firewall rules, network
ACLs, end point reconfiguration, process
termination,
user
deletion/disablement.
●● Response
Orchestration
Centralizes
and orchestrates incident response to
reduce attacker dwell time from weeks
to under one day. Deploys hundreds of
playbooks to automatically contain a threat.
Paladion’s AI.saac continuously learns
(machine learning) to add new playbooks
and effectively contain a threat in minutes.
Incident responders make sure attackers do
not exploit the same vulnerability and adapt
defenses, so attackers cannot use the same
TTP (tactics, techniques and procedures) again.
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Left-of-Hack to Right-of-Hack ServicesSM
Early

Time to Detect

Late

Threat
Anticipation

Threat
Hunting

Security
Monitoring

Apply global
threat intel to
proactively fix
gaps before
threats reach you

Discover evasive
threats using
Machine
Learning and
experienced
threat hunters

Detect known
threats in near
real-time using
sophisticated
rules &
correlations

Immediate

Likely
Compromise

Time to Respond

Incident
Analysis

on threats,
impact on assets,
blast radius, and
more

Deliberate

Auto
Containment

Response
Orchestration

Contain and

Evict attackers,
eradicate threats,
and advance your
defenses from
the learning

with agile
response from
machine learning
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Conclusion
MDR services can be used to add threat detection, incident
response, and 24/7 monitoring to organizations, either as a
full-service solution for midsize enterprises or to supplement
existing capabilities in larger organizations. Compliance
reporting requirements and basic security monitoring can be
handled by an MSSP. A combination of two can be beneficial
for certain organizations who want a single vendor for cost and
delivery efficiency.

ABOUT PALADION
Paladion is a global cyber defense company that provides Managed Detection and Response Services, DevOps Security, Cyber
Forensics, Incident Response, and more by tightly bundling its AI platform - AI.saac and advanced managed security services.
Paladion is consistently rated and recognized by l eading i ndependent a nalyst firms, and a warded by CRN, A sian Banker, Red
Herring, amongst o thers. For 1 7 years, P aladion has b een actively managing cyber r isk f or o ver 700 customers f rom its f ive
AI-Driven SOCs placed across the globe.
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